THE CHALLENGE

CASE STUDY

THE
ORIGINAL
FLAME INC.

The Original Flame, a Canadian fireplace
boutique, wanted to update their online
presence with a new website and better
search engine ranking so potential customers
could find them more easily online. They
contracted with an SEO company that had
promised to improve their search engine
positioning and increase their sales by 30%.
Excited about the prospects, The Original
Flame hired the company to redo their
website and improve their search engine
positioning.
Upon completion of the website and SEO,
however, they were much less excited about
the results. The website wasn’t receiving more
traffic and they were not seeing an increase in
online leads. Disappointed but determined,
Michele, owner of The Original Flame,
searched for another company. That’s when
she found GILL Solutions.
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THE SOLUTION
After evaluating the website, GILL Solutions found that while the previous company had
completed the website and done what they called SEO, they had in fact done more to negatively
impact the company’s online ranking than improve it. Not only was the company’s website
not properly search-engine-optimized, it wasn’t receiving enough traffic, and the traffic it was
getting, wasn’t converting to calls. The team, led by George Gill, also found that the website had
a very high bounce rate and that the majority of the traffic was immediately leaving the site. The
GILL team got to work. Using the data provided by the various analytics reports they:

• Advised The Original Flame to take a proactive approach and begin with a PPC campaign
instead of waiting for SEO to kick in. This would accelerate results by immediately
driving traffic to the site while allowing them to focus their marketing efforts on a specific
geographic and demographic profile to optimize conversion probability. The PPC campaign
would also deliver additional actionable data that they could use to improve website traffic,
lead generation, and conversions.
• Developed an SEO plan that made sense and used data obtained from the PPC campaign to
more accurately develop keywords, key phrases, and descriptions.
• Redesigned key elements of the website including the menu based on consumer behavior
on the site.
• Redid the e-book offered by the company to increase interest and leads.
• Added a “Request a Quote” button to increase conversions.
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THE RESULT
The Original Flame began to see
immediate results.
• Traffic to the site increased by 64.64%
over a 5 month period
• The bounce rate improved from 98% to
49% within 60 days
• New business leads began to come in
from the site
Moreover, because search engine
algorithms change, consumer search
patterns evolve, and the web changes
daily, the GILL Solutions team provides
The Original Flame with a monthly report
along with new recommendations to
stay at the top of the results page and to
maximize lead generation results.
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Goal Conversion
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Contact form Submission
(Goal 1 Completions)

19.18%

+320%

Download Guide
Submissions
(Goal 2 Completions)

Request Free Quote
Submission
(Goal 3 Completions)

+100%

+1200%
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FROM THE CLIENT
“George and his team got us back on track. They were
very clear from the beginning on the cost and the results
we should expect to see. They explained things in a
straightforward and honest manner using data to back
up their recommendations. I immediately felt at ease
and reassured. We felt a high level of trust from the start
and even more so as we saw how they were quick to
respond to our inquiries, were attentive to our needs,
and delivered on what they said they would.” - Michele
Kadwell-Chalmers, Owner, The Original Flame

